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CHAPTER 1 
DISTRIBUTED DATABASES 
1 
Distributed database management systems provide a solution to some very 
real problems . for a geographically distributed organization requiring a uni-
fied information sharing and processing system. 
Traditional database management system (DBMS) technology is centralized. 
In a centralized database all of the data is stored and processed at a com-
mon location. Remote access to the DBMS is accomplished via geographically 
dispersed terminals. 
In a distributed database the data is partitioned across a number of 
(possibly geographically dispersed) locations. The database may be fully 
replicated at each node, fully partitioned across the nodes into disjoint 
subsets, or partially replicated at each node. A processor with local stor-
age is located at each node. A communications network is provided to link 
the nodes. Generally, any node may access data residing at any other node. 
[Bray, 76] 
A major objective of a distributed DBMS is to provide location and rep-
lication transparency. Location transparency means that users should not 
need to know at which site or sites any particular data items are stored. 
Data replication means that any logical data item can have several stored 
representatives at various sites. Ideally, all details of data location and 
maintenance should be handled by the system, not the user. Location and 
replication transparency together imply that the distributed DBMS should 
look like a centralized DBMS to the user. [Date, 83] 
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1.1 Advantages of Distributed Database Systems 
Distributed databases potentially offer increased performance over 
traditional technologies while minimizing system costs. A distributed data-
base management system tends to be more reliable than a centralized DBMS 
because it is composed of multiple computers at multiple locations. The 
distributed DBMS is subject to gradual performance degradation as nodes or 
links fail. 
An additional level of fault tolerance is afforded when the data-
base is distributed in such a fashion that individual data items reside at 
more than one node simultaneously. Data redundancy in the system provides 
an alternative access path for any data item should any node fail. 
Because the data and processing power in a distributed DBMS is 
available locally, response time can be minimized and telecommunication 
costs reduced. In recent years data processing and storage costs h~ve been 
decreasing at roughly twice the rate of decreases in data communications 
costs. This trend is making it increasingly attractive to substitute lower 
local processing and storage costs for relatively costly data communications 
facilities. [Champine, 77] 
Due to the modular structure of a distributed DBMS, system enhance-
ment and expansion costs can be minimized. Incremental upward scaling of 
the system is facilitated through modular reconfiguration, modular implemen-
tation and modular upgrade. [Champine, 77] 
Composed of multiple processors, a distributed DBMS can offer 
greater processing, access and data capacity than any single machine. 
Distributing a system provides an increased level of autonomy to 
the various subdivisions within an organization. Individual groups can 
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exercise local control over their own data, with local accountability, and 
less dependence on a remote data processing center. [Date, 83] 
In sum, a distributed DBMS offers improved performance, improved 
system availability, fault tolerance, gradual degredation, easier adjustment 
to a growing or changing workload, local autonomy, greater capacity, and 
operating cost economy. 
1.2 Problem Areas in Distributed Data Base Management Systems 
In a centralized DBMS the primary performance objective is the mini-
mization of secondary storage access time. In a distributed DBMS however, 
the primary objective is the minimization of the volume of data and number 
of messages transmitted across the communications network. [Bray, 76] 
In general, the bandwidth of a communication link is much less than 
that of secondary storage devices. While a communication link (e.g. Arpanet) 
will typically transmit data at roughly 25,000 bytes per second, a typical 
disk drive will operate at a data rate on the order of one million bytes 
per second. In addition, communication networks typically have slow access 
times, with delays on the order of 100 milliseconds. [Date, 83] 
Aside from access and propagation delays, considerable CPU overhead 
is introduced by the internode message handling requirements of a distributed 
DBMS. To send a message between nodes and handle the acknowledgement will 
typically require between 5,000 and 10,000 instructions of operating system 
and communications control code. [Date, 83] 
Node and link failures in a distributed DBMS introduce the potential 
for the database system to degenerate into a partitioned state--the total 
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network split into a collection of disjoint sub-networks. Nodes may remain 
operational, yet unable to communicate with other nodes. 
Additional problems arising from distributed DBMS's include: 
* Concurrency Control 
* Recovery 
* Query Processing Optimization 
* Deadlock 
* Commit Protocols 
* Catalog Management 
This paper will specifically address the issue of concurrency con-
trol in distributed DBMS. Although related problems such as deadlock and 
commit protocols will be touched upon as necessary, they will not be dis-
cussed in depth. 
1.3 Concurrency Control 
Concurrency control is concerned with the problem of coordinating 
concurrent accesses to a database in a multiprogramming system. Concurrency 
control permits an increased degree of multiprogamming while providing the 
user with a seemingly dedicated system. 
Concurrency control algorithms maintain database integrity by pre-
venting database updates performed by one user or process from interfering 
with the data retrievals and updates of another. [Bernstein and Goodman, 81) 
Concurrency control in centralized DBM's has been an active research 
area for a number of years and is well understood. Distributed DBMS concur-
rency control is a more recent problem and is in a state of flux. 
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The concurrency control problem is exacerbated in the distributed 
case as 1) multiple users can simultaneously access the data at (and from) 
multiple locations and 2) propagation delays introduced by the distributed 
system preclude the concurrency control mechanism at one node from instan-
taneously knowing about information at other nodes of the system. [Bernstein 
and Goodman, 81] 
The goal of concurrency control is to prevent interuser interference 
during the simultaneous update or retrieval of data. Interuser interference 
may take the form of 1) Lost Updates or 2) Inconsistent Retrievals. 
1.4 The Lost Update Anomaly 
This form of interference may occur when two transactions are 
attempting to simultaneously update the same data. Two such transactions 
could read the data value roughly simultaneously, compute the new values in 
parallel, and then write the new values to the database. The net effect is 
incorrect -- the database reflecting the activity of only one transaction. 
Lost Update Anomaly 
Transaction 1 Database Transaction 2 
x = 100 
read(X) read(X) 
compute x = x + so compute x = x + 100 
write(X) x = 150 
x = 200 write(X) 
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In this example, the effect of transaction 1 has been "lost" or 
overwritten by transaction 2. The update of transaction 1 is "lost" and 
database integrity has not been maintained, the database having been left 
with an erroneous value for X. All subsequent transactions manipulating or 
dependent upon data item X will produce incorrect results, further eroding 
database integrity. 
1.5 Inconsistent Retrieval Anomaly 
In this example we consider a situation where two interleaved trans-
actions are accessing the same data. If transaction 1 (although correct in 
itself) leaves the database temporarily inconsistent, transaction 2 may read 
the inconsistent data and produce erroneous results. 
Inconsistent Retrieval Anomaly 
Transaction 1 Database Transaction 2 
x = 100 
y = 200 
read(X) 
compute x = x - 50 
write(X) x = 50 
y = 200 read(X) 
read(Y) read(Y) 
compute y = y + 50 compute z = x + y 
write (Y) x = 50 write (Z) 
y = 250 
z = 250 
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In this example, transaction 1 decrements and increments two values 
by equal amounts. Transaction 2 computes the sum of these two values. As 
shown, the interleaving of these transactions results in an incorrect value 
being calculated for variable Z--the sum of values X and Y. The calculated 
value . of Z is · 250, the actual value of Z should be 300. 
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CHAPTER 2 
TRANSACTION PROCESSING MODEL 
Our transaction processing model is based on the Bernstein and Goodman 
model of concurrency control in a distributed DBMS. [Bernstein and Goodman, 
81] 
In this model processes interact with the distributed DBMS by executing 
transactions. Given an initially correct database state, an individually 
correct transaction will maintain database integrity if executed in isola-
tion. We assume throughout this paper that each transaction represents an 
individually complete and correct computation. 
Our model provides for four types of components: transactions, trans-
action managers (TM's), data managers (DM's), and data. 
Transactions are issued by the various processes at the nodes. · Associ-
ated with each node is a TM, a DM, and data. Transactions communicate with 
TM's, TM's communicate with DM's, and DM's manage the data. 
TM's supervise the transactions. Each transaction is supervised by the 
= • 
TM at the site of transaction generation. Four operations are defined in 
the transaction-TM interface: Begin, Read(X), Write(X,newvalue), and End. 
[Bernstein and Goodman, 81] 
The function of each component is described below: 
Begin: 
The TM initializes a private workspace for the transaction. 
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Read(X): 
The TM examines the local workspace for a copy of X. If the data is 
not available in the workspace, the TM selects some stored value of X (X.) 
1 
in the database and issues DM-read(X.) request to the appropriate DM. When 
1 
the data becomes available, the TM places a copy of X in the transaction's 
workspace, returning the value of X to the transaction. 
Write(X,newvalue): 
The value of X in the transaction's private workspace is updated to re-
fleet the new value. 
End: 
A two-phase commit protocol is initiated to update the database. For 
each X updated by the transaction and for each copy X. of X in the dis-
1 
tributed database, the TM issues a DM-prewrite (X.) to the DM that manages 
1 
X . . 
1 
After all DM-prewrites for a value X are acknowledged, the TM issues 
DM-writes for each X . . The transaction then terminates. 
1 
2.1 Serializability 
Our transaction model assumes that any transaction executed in 
isolation will maintain database integrity. It follows that any serial 
execution of a given set of transactions (i.e. any execution of the trans-
actions one at a time, in any order) will also preserve database integrity. 
Any serial execution is therefore correct. 
An execution sequence is said to be serializable if it is computa-
tionally equivalent to a serial execution--that is if it produces the same 
. 
J 
= •
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results as some serial execution sequence operating upon the same initial 
database. 
Serializability is the formal criterion for correctness in trans-
action execution. A given interleaved sequence of transactions will be 
considered correct if and only if it is serializable. The goal of concur-
rency control is to ensure that all transaction execution sequences are 
serial i zable. [Date, 83] 
DM-read's and DM-write's are the only operations that actually result 
in database access. Thus to guarantee serializability, it is sufficient to 
control the execution sequence of transactions by the execution of DM-read 
and DM-write operations at the various DM's of the system. 
2.2 Implementation of Concurrency Control 
Numerous concurrency control algorithms have been reported in the 
literature . Most of them employ combinations (or variants) of two basic 
algorithms: two-phase locking (2PL) and basic timestamp ordering (BTO). 
Both 2PL and BTO guarantee serializability. [Bernstein and Goodman, 81] 
2.3 Two-Phase Locking 
Two-phase .locking (2PL) serializes transactions . by detecting con-
flicts between read and write operations and preventing their concurrent 
execution . Two operations are said to conflict if both attempt to access 
the same object and one of them is a write operation. 
If one transaction issues a DM-read(X) and another issues a 
DM-write(X), the value read by the DM-read(X) will, in general, de-
pend upon the order in which the operations were executed. This is called 
' :1 
.. 
. 
:1 
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read-write(rw) conflict. This type of conflict is exemplified by the 
inconsistent retrieval anomaly described above. 
If two transactions issue simultaneous DM-write(X) requests, the 
ultimate value of X in the database will be dependent upon the ordering of 
execution of the operations. This is called write-write(ww) conflict. 
As its name implies, 2PL employs a locking scheme to detect and pre-
vent conflicts. Before reading an object X, a transaction must be granted 
a read-lock on that object. Before writing to X, it must own a write lock 
on X. 
Lock ownership is governed by two rules: 
1) Different transactions cannot simultaneously own conflicting 
locks. 
2) Once a transaction releases a lock, it cannot obtain additional 
locks. 
If all transactions follow rules one and two then all interleaved ' ,i 
I 
executions of those transactions are serializable. Rule 1 is sufficient to 
avoid both ww and rw conflict. Rule 2 causes transactions to obtain locks 
in a two-phase manner. During the "growing phase" a transaction acquires 
all its locks. The "shrinking phase" begins when a transaction releases its 
first lock. During the shrinking phase the transaction will release all of 
its locks and is prevented from acquiring additional locks. 
2PL is implemented by a software module called a 2PL scheduler. In 
basic 2PL the scheduler is distributed along with the data. Transactions 
request locks by issuing DM-read' s and DM-write' s. If the requested lock 
cannot be granted, the scheduler places the request on a queue associated 
with that data object until the conflict is resolved. 
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As in any similar locking scheme, deadlock can result. Various 
approaches have been developed to deal with the deadlock problem. Either 
deadlock prevention or deadlock detection can be employed. [Chu and 
Ohlmacher, 74] 
In basic 2PL a transaction need only obtain a readlock on any one 
copy (X . ) of (X) in the database. To execute a DM-write however, the trans-
1 
action must obtain writelocks on all copies of X. 
2PL will guarantee that the concurrent execution of transactions is 
equivalent to some (unpredictable) serial execution of the transactions. 
[Date, 83] 
One of the drawbacks of 2PL is the amount of message traffic re-
quired. An update _ of an object that exists at N locations will require SN 
messages. [Date, 83] 
N lock requests 
N lock grants 
N update messages 
N acknowledgements 
N lock releases 
SN Total Messages 
Three variants of basic 2PL have been proposed with the intent of 
reducing message overhead. These variants include: Primary Copy 2PL, 
Voting 2PL, and Centralized 2PL. 
2.4 Primary Copy 2PL 
In this implementation, one copy (X . ) of each object (X) in the data-
1 
base is designated the primary copy. Before accessing any object, a trans-
action must obtain an appropriate lock on the primary copy. 
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Primary copy 2PL increases the message overhead for a readlock, but 
significantly reduces the overhead for a writelock. For a readlock, if a 
transaction wishes to read a copy of an object other than the primary copy, 
it must now communicate with two DM's -- the DM where the object is stored 
and the DM where the primary copy resides. In the writelock case however, 
the number of lock requests, acknowledgements and releases is reduced by 
3(N-l). Under Primary Copy 2PL, 2N+3 messages are required to update an 
object. 
1 lock request 
1 lock grant 
1 lock release 
N update messages 
N acknowledgements 
., 
2N+3 Total Messages 
.. 
1 
l 
• 
J 
. 
2.5 Voting 2PL 
Voting 2PL is a variant of the two-phase locking algorithm that 
exploits data redundancy to expedite transaction execution. Voting 2PL is 
suitable for ww synchronization only. 
Using Voting 2PL the TM requests a writelock from each DM holding a 
copy of X. Each DM responds immediately with a "lockset" or "lockblocked" 
acknowledgement. Upon receipt of the acknowledgement from the DM' s, the 
TM counts the number of "lockset" messages. If the number of "lockset" 
acknowledgements constitutes a majority of the messages received, the TM 
behaves as if all locks were set and completes execution of the transaction. 
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If a majority is not attained, the TM awaits receipt of a sufficient number 
of "lockset" messages to constitute a majority. 
As only one TM can obtain a majority of the "lockset" messages at 
any given time, only one transaction can be in the second phase of the commit 
cycle simultaneously. 
The effect of Voting 2PL is to minimize queueing delays during lock 
negotiation. 
2.6 Centralized 2PL 
This implementation employs a centralized scheduler to handle all 
lock requests and acknowledgements. Like Primary Copy 2PL, this scheme will 
increase communications requirements for readlocks but reduce message over-
head for writelocks. Again, 2N+3 messages are required. 
Recent simulation studies suggest that substantial performance gains 
are afforded by centralized 2PL over basic 2PL. [Garcia-Molina, 79] 
The drawbacks of Centralized 2PL are that the central locking site 
is likely to become a system bottleneck and that system reliability is re-
duced. If the central locking site fails, the entire system will fail. 
2.7 Basic Timestamp Ordering 
Using BTO, each transaction is identified by a unique global time-
stamp. The DM's are required to process conflicting operations in timestamp 
order. 
The essential difference between timestamping and locking techniques 
is that while locking results in a transaction interleaving equivalent 
to some serial execution of the transactions; times tamping results in an 
.. 
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execution sequence equivalent to a specific serial execution of trans-
actions--namely, that execution sequence defined by the chronological order 
of the timestamps. 
Using BTO, conflicts are resolved by restarting the conflicting 
transaction. Restarted transactions are issued a new timestamp. The execu-
tion sequence resulting from BTO is that of the chronological ordering of 
successfully completed transactions. 
Unique timestamps are assigned in a synchronous distributed system by 
the concatenation of the local clock time at transaction generation time and 
the local node id. Associated with each data object are two times tamp 
values TS(r) and TS(w). TS(r) is set to the timestamp of the transaction 
that last read the object. TS(w) is set to the timestamp of the transaction 
that last updated the object. 
A conflict situation occurs when a transaction (T.) attempts to read 
l. 
or update an object with a timestamp greater than its own. The two conflict 
situations occur when TS(T . ) 
l. 
< TS(r) or TS(T.) < TS(w). 
l. 
If a conflict 
occurs, the conflicting transaction is restarted and assigned a new time-
stamp. 
Timestamping presents some advantages over locking. As no locks are 
necessary, deadlock is not a possibility and the communication overhead of 
locking and deadlock prevention or detection is avoided. Disadvantages 
arise from the overhead and transaction delays resulting from conflict 
detection and transaction restart. 
2.8 Thomas Write Rule (TWR) 
The Thomas Write Rule is a ww synchronization technique that pre-
eludes transaction restart. Using this technique update conflicts are 
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resolved by simply ignoring the update request of the conflicting trans-
action. The transaction is not restarted. This technique assumes that the 
update request of a conflicting transaction where ( TS(T.) < TS(w) ) contains 
1 
obsolete information and thus can be ignored. TWR guarantees that the 
effect of DM-writes upon the database is equivalent to that of a sequence of 
DM-writes in timestamp order. 
2.9 Conservative Timestamp Ordering (CTO) 
Conservative Timestamp Ordering eliminates the need for transaction 
restart in both ww and wr conflicts. The fundamental idea in CTO is that no 
read or update operation is performed until it can be guaranteed that no 
subsequent conflict will occur. 
CTO requires that DM-reads and DM-writes be performed in timestamp 
order. If an operation arrives that might cause future conflicts (i.e. 
arrives out of timestamp order) the system delays that operation until it is 
sure that no conflicts are possible. 
Using CTO, it is no longer necessary to associate a TS(w) and TS(r) 
with each data object, thus storage requirements are reduced. Communication 
overhead is increased however, as it is necessary for each scheduler to be 
in constant communication with all other schedulers to ensure sequential 
execution. Another disadvantage of CTO is that it reduces the degree of 
system concurrency. CTO eliminates the possibility of conflict by serial-
izing all operations at each site, not just those operations that conflict. 
.. 
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Our simulation model attempts to replicate the operation of a distri-
buted concurrency control algorithm in terms of the events of the individual 
elements of the system. The interrelationships of the elements are built 
into the model. The simulation model allows the computer to capture the 
effects of the elements' actions on each other as a dynamic process. 
We feel that simulation is particularly well suited to the evalu-
ation of concurrency control algorithms. Concurrency control in a simul-
ation model can be implemented with the identical software modules that might 
be employed in an actual DBMS. Simulation provides the ability to monitor 
algorithm performance while controlling external factors such as transaction 
volume, data distribution, and deadlock detection overhead. 
3.2 Simulation Environment 
Our experiment was conducted at the University of Illinois Computing 
Research Laboratory in Urbana, Illinois. The purpose of our study was to 
design and implement a computer simulation model of a distributed database 
management system. To enforce concurrency control, two schedulers were 
implemented and evaluated. The two software schedulers implemented the 2PL 
and BTO algorithms. 
A number of simulation languages were evaluated for the development 
of our model including Path Pascal, Simula and GPSS. Path Pascal was se-
lected for use as it seemed to most readily lend itself to the simulation of 
concurrent processes. [Kolstad and Campbell, 80) 
The simulators were written, debugged, verified in the period of 
September 1983 to May 1984. The simulations were run on a dedicated 
Vax 11/750 computer under the Berkley Unix 4.1 operating system. 
' ~I 
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3.3 System Architecture 
We attempted to make our simulator as independent as possible of 
network topology, message handling delays and other implementation specific 
parameters. The rationale here was to make the simulation results a function 
of only the concurrency control algorithms themselves--not secondary factors. 
Our simulation has no message queues or communication delays other than those 
specific to the individual algorithms. 
Our model presumes a reliable communication network. We are not 
concerned with the specific network topology. We avoid dealing with the 
variable propagation delays introduced by network overhead and by the dis-
tances between nodes. In our model, communications are assumed fully reli-
able with messages arriving virtually instantaneously at their destinations. 
As node failure is precluded and all messages are guaranteed to arrive, we 
avoid issues of database and transaction recovery. 
3.4 Database Design 
Our database consists of three nodes, each of which contains one 
hundred data objects. The three node case is of sufficient complexity to 
p r esent all of the problem and conflict situations that arise in a distrib-
uted DBMS, and at . the same time present a manageable problem in terms of 
machine requirements to run the simulations. We chose to model a fully 
partitioned distributed database, with no data object stored at more than 
one node. Any node may issue transactions to any other node. Each trans-
action references objects specific to a single node. 
For our purposes the "data object" may be considered as the unit of 
information being locked. Although we do not deal with the issue of locking 
' 
' :;1 
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granularity directly in our simulation, the level of locking could take 
place at the table, page, data structure, record, or data item. A rela-
tional implementation of the database system also provides the potential 
for predicate locking. As the level of locking granularity decreases, i.e. 
as we lock smaller units of information, the concurrency control problem 
becomes more complex and the degree of concurrent access to the database 
increases. 
Subsequent to transaction generation, all transaction processing 
occurs at the node where the data is stored. This simplification avoids the 
complexity and overhead of additional algorithms to deal with cataloging and 
directory distribution. By controlling this factor we should be able to 
evaluate the concurrency control algorithms in relative isolation, while 
generating a realistic frequency of transaction conflict conditions. 
We assume that the data base is distributed in such a manner that 
there is an 80% probability that a transaction will reference data local 
to its node of origin. We feel this is a realistic assumption as one of 
the primary advantages and objectives of a distributed DBMS is the mini-
mization of communication costs and propogation delays. Therefore, any 
actual data distribution technique would attempt to maximize the local 
accessibility of data. 
3.5 Transaction Processing Modelling 
Our transaction processing model is patterned after the Bernstein 
and Goodman model described in chapter 2. Each node contains a transac-
tion generator, a transaction manager, and a data manager. There is no 
actual database in our model being read, processed or updated. The delays 
I 
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introduced by actual read, write, and processing operations are not 
accounted for -- being independent of the concurrency algorithm and there-
fore controllable. Our concern is exclusively with the delays and overhead 
introduced by the necessity for concurrency control. 
The data manager at each node maintains a data structure appropriate 
to control access to the database objects, dependent upon the algorithm 
employed. 
For BTO an array is employed to record the read and write timestamps 
for each data object. The timestamp of the requesting transaction is com-
pared to the appropriate timestamp of the data object. 
If the transaction timestamp is greater than the appropriate read or 
write timestamp for all the objects requested, the object timestamps are set 
to that of the transaction and the transaction executes to completion. If 
not, the transaction is restarted. 
To implement 2PL, two fifo queues are maintained for each data 
object in the form of a linked list. One queue is used to store write lock 
requests, the other stores read requests. A counter is maintained for each 
queue to store its length. To negotiate each lock request, the appropriate 
counters are examined to determine whether or not the lock can be granted. 
If it cannot be granted the request is added to the back of the queue. As 
locks are released, the counters are again examined to determine whether 
or not another enqueued lock request can be granted. 
3.6 Transaction Generation 
The transaction generator located at each node of the system simu-
lates the actual processes at each node that would be issuing transactions. 
"' .. 
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We assume that interarrival times of transactions are exponentially distri-
buted. Given an "arrival," we use a uniform random variable to determine 
whether or not the read and write requests are local. We assume that 80% 
of the transaction requests are local to the node of transaction origin. If 
a tra~saction is not local, a uniform random variable is generated to deter-
mine the node to be accessed, with each of the two other nodes having an 
equal probability of selection. 
The number of data objects accessed by each transaction is again a 
randomly distributed variable. We model this as a "shifted" poisson process 
with a mean of 4. We eliminate the possibility of a transaction attempting 
to access zero objects by "shifting" the distribution--i. e. incrementing 
the result by one. Thus the number of data objects accessed by any trans-
action is poisson(3) + 1. We assume that 30% of the object requests are for 
write operations. 
Our model contains 100 data objects located at each node of the sys-
tern. We assume that the data objects are not in uniform demand. In select-
ing the individual objects to be accessed, we assume that 20% of the objects 
receive 80% of the access requests. We feel a uniform distribution of lock 
request across the database would be unrealistic and would tend to minimize 
transaction conflicts. In this manner, after determining the number of read 
and write requests of a transaction and the node to be accessed, we generate 
a geometrically distributed random variable with mean = 0.0957 as the first 
object to be accessed. All subsequent objects referenced by that transac-
tion are sequential. In an effort to structure the effect of data locality 
into our model, we have each transaction access sequential data addresses 
with 30% of the accesses, on the average, write operations. 
'' 
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Upon completion of transaction generation, the transaction is for-
warded to the appropriate transaction manager for negotiation. 
3.7 Experimental Design 
A synchronous clock is maintained in our simulator. One unit of 
time is associated with the execution of one program instruction. Proc-
essing delays for each algorithm are simulated by incrementing a counter one 
unit for each line of code processed in the negotiation of that transaction. 
The clock is incremented only for that code encountered in the concurrency 
control portion of the code. To record response time, the clock "starts" 
immediately after transaction generation and stops after the transaction has 
completed successfully. 
Fifty transactions were generated at each of the three nodes of the 
system and run to completion. The simulation was run four times for each 
algorithm. The mean interarrival time at transaction generation was varied 
to simulate various levels at system load. Statistics were gathered for the 
average response time at each run as measured by the number of lines of code 
executed in the negotiation of the 150 transactions. 
A lower bound of 90 was determined through experimentation to be 
reasonable lower bound for interarrival times. By running extremely light 
loads (i.e. lengthy interarrival times) through both simulators we found 
that the 2PL simulator exhibited an average response time of about 90, this 
was significantly greater that that for BTO. 
It became apparent that to employ an interarrival time less than 90 
in the 2PL simulator would, in theory, result in infinite queueing delays--
essentially analogous to a queueing system in which the interarrival times 
are less than the mean service time. 
'' 
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After achieving stability in simulator behavior, both simulators 
were run four times with mean interarrival times varying from 90 to 150. 
This sequence was repeated using three different random number seeds for the 
random number generator driving each transaction generator. 
AVERAGE TRANSACTION RESPONSE TIME 
Average Transaction 
Interarrival Time 150 125 100 90 
Algorithm: 2PL 92.3 93.6 98.6 105 
BTO 57.6 59.7 62.4 63.6 
3.8 Conclusion 
The results of our simulation indicate that, at all levels of system 
load the basic timestamp ordering algorithm exhibits superior performance as 
measured by average transaction response time. 
These results seem attributable to the transaction restart overhead 
of BTO being less than that required for locking and queue maintenance of 
2PL. 
A comparison of the storage requirements and data structure com-
plexity of BTO and 2PL suggests that BTO affords some significant advan-
tages. The substantially greater search time and maintenance overhead of 
2PL suggest that BTO should exhibit superior performance. 
For BTO, the data structures required consist of one read timestamp and 
one write timestamp for each database object, totalling 2N data structures, 
where N is the number of objects in the database. 
' 
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The storage overhead for 2PL is much greater than that of BTO. At 
a minimum, with no lock requests outstanding, the 2PL requires 6N storage 
structures for lock maintenance overhead. 
N - Outstanding readlock counters 
N - Outstanding writelock counters 
N - Head of queue pointers for writelock queues 
N - Tail of queue pointers for write lock queues 
N - Head of queue pointers for readlock queues 
N - Tail of queue pointers for readlock queues 
6N - Minimum structure size 
In addition, the size of the storage structures for 2PL (and magnitude 
of associated maintenance and searching overhead) increases dramatically as 
transaction conflicts are incurred and requests become enqueued. 
Total Storage 
Required 
N = Number of 
w. Number of 
1 
R. = Number of 1 
N N 
6N + 2(W.) + 2(R . ) 
i=l 1 i=l 1 
data objects in database 
enqueued writelock requests 
enqueued readlock requests 
for h . . th t e 1 object 
f h . th or t e 1 object 
We can see that the storage and maintenance overhead of 2PL will 
increase dramatically as the number of objects (N) and transaction volume 
(outstanding lock requests) increases. The relative performance disparity 
of the BTO and 2PL may well become more pronounced as these parameters grow. 
' I 
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APPENDIX A 
TWO-PHASE LOCKING SIMULATOR 
I 
~I 
.. 
I 
-· 
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(••••***••t•»•~«~~~*ll**•**X*X»****~*******************************) 
<• BASIC TWO-PHASE LOCKING •> 
C••••***4«·t•»•••»•«••»••X*»****»****»******************************) 
prQgr•m concurr•ncv <input.output.ddbug); 
canst (A»•••»»•••»•4•xx***************************************> 
tran~•k • 401 <• ~•x numb•r of v•ri•bles •cc•ssed •> 
n • 100; <• number of d•t•obJects •t ••ch node 
l•nd.a2 • '; 
\llpCt • 0. 3, 
p • 0.01',? ; 
nod•• ·~ ; 
····~ - 1234,; ti!":•limit • 1; 
<• p•rc•nt of •cc••••• th•t •r• writ•• •> 
<• m••n of geometric distribution •> 
<•number of nodes<-1> in •vstem •> 
<• initi•l se•d for r•ndom num gen•r•tor •> 
<• timout for d••dlock •> 
m•1Ud • 1002, 
tvP• 
topptr • "top•r ; 
top•r • r•cord <• tr•ns•ction oper•tion •> 
id i"t•ger ; <• d•t• ObJ•Ct id •> 
tid i"teger ; <• tr•ns•ction id •> 
tnu,:, int•ger; <• tr•ns•ction number •> 
tljp ch•r ; <• tvpe of •ccess : 111rite/r•ad •> 
d•st in~eger; <• •ccess node id •> 
locked boole•n; <• 1 oc k gr•nt fl•g for tr•ns •> 
n•1t topptr; <• pointer •> 
end; 
tr•nsptr • Atr•nsrec ; 
tr•nsrec • record <• tr•ns•ction record •> 
""d•id : ir.t~ger ; «* source node id •> 
c=estncd;: : integer ; <• destin•tion node id •> 
restart : bcole•n ; <• rest•rt fl•g •> 
tr_ts : integer ; <• tr•ns•ction timest•mp •> 
lockcount : integer; <• tot 4t of locks req,uested•l 
trid : int•ger; <• tr•nsaction id •> 
tnu1:1 : int•ger; <• transaction number •> 
tr•ad : integer; <• 4t re•d locks req,uested •> 
tvrit• : integer; <• I write locks •> 
transblk : ar1 · a~r1 •• tranmaxl of topptr; <•arr•y of oper•tions •> 
•nd; 
<•object fifoq,ueue is used for blocked access req,uests> •> 
fifcq,ueu • ObJect 
p•th <•nq,; deq,), 1: Cputonq,, takeoffq,, unq,> end; 
va" 
headofq_ 
tailofq, 
top p tr; 
topptr; 
entrv procedJre p~ton~ <arrival 
begin 
a..:aitCtime + 4> ; 
i't arrival <>nil 
topptr) ; 
then •rriv•l".next : s nil ; 
iT h••dofq, •nil 
th•n h••dofq, : • •rriv•l 
•ls: t•ilofq,A.neJt : •arrival; 
; 
.l 
' 
' 
t•ilofq, : =arrival ; 
end ; <• procedure putonq, •> 
er.tr¥ i'unction t•k•offq, : topp+;r; 
begin 
•1.1.iitCtillle + 2) ; 
t•~•oiiq, : • h••doiq, ; 
if ll••doiq, <)nil 
th•n he•dofq, : = he•dofq,A.n•xt ; 
end; <• fur.ction t•keoffq, •> 
•ntrv proc•d~re •~Cl <•rriv•l topptr); 
begin 
•;..:•it (ti o".'\ ~ + 1) ; 
putonq, C•rriv•l>; 
end; <* procedur• enq, •> 
en~rfi func+;i.,n deq, : topptr ; 
begin 
•;.:•itCtii"l• + 1) ; 
d•q, : • t•~eoiiq, ; 
end ; <• f~nction deq, • > 
en ~ rlJ procedure U!""Cl <r~m : topptr) ; 
v•r 
rid : in+;eg~r ; 
l•st topptr; 
h•re : tcpp tr ; 
'found : boole•n ; 
begin 
•~• ; t < +; i ,-r.e + 4 >; 
iound : = i•lse ; 
last : • he•dofq, ; 
iT<l•st < > nil> then 
h•re : = l•stA.next ; 
Ti d : • r err.A. +;id ; 
ii<he•dofq,A.tid =rid) then begin 
•~•itCti ~ e + 3> ; 
iound : • true ; 
ii(headoiq,=tailofq,> then 
he•d.,1"q, : • nil 
ehe 
headoiq, : = headofq,A.neit ; 
end ; 
while <not iound> do begin 
• ..,.1tcti~~ + 4> ; 
if<heTeA.tid =rid> then begin 
if <here • t•ilofq,) then 
lastA.next : • t•ilofq, 
else l•stA.n•xt : • hereA.next ; 
found : • tru• ; 
end ; 
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if<llere • tailofq,> then 
iound : • tru• ; 
<* not found condition *> 
in it ; 
begin 
h•~doiq, : • nil ; 
tailoiq, : •nil ; 
end ; 
' 
.i 
• .
v•r 
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ddbl.ig : t•xt ; 
c••d : integ•r; 
runJobs : i!'lt:eger ; 
l•r.d•1 : tnt•ge1·; 
<• length of simul•tion in Jobs per node * 
rscount integer; 
st•ts ; CibJ•Ct 
p•th 1 : <prt> end ; 
\'•T' 
tput : r••l; 
rtifll• : re•l ; 
iincou:it : re•li 
trtifll• : re•l; 
<• •ver•ge throughput •> 
<• •ver•ge response time •> 
<• * completed Jobs •> 
<• response time of indiv tr•ns•ction •> 
entrv procedure prt(xxtion tr•nsptr); 
b•gin 
iincount : • fincount + 1.0; 
tput : = iincount/time ; 
trtime : •time - xxtionA.tr_ts ; 
rtime : • <<<fincount-1)/fincount> * rtime> 
+ <<llfincount>•trtime); 
~riteln<' - -------------------------------'); 
b:riteln< 'tr•:isaction completed •t time : ',time); 
...:riteln< 't<:>t•l JObs completed = ', fincount>; 
writeln< 'tr_nodeid • '• xxtionA.nodeid); 
u.:1 · itelnC 'tr_ti!'lest•111p • ', xxtion".tr_ts); 
111ritelnC 'tr_id • ', xxtionA.trid); 
~riteln< 'TR response time • ', trtime>; 
writeln< '•ve response time= ',rtime) ; 
i.;rit:elnC '•"' • throughput -= ', tput); 
ii<trunc<iincount> • Cnodes+l) * runJobs> then begin 
writeln< ' •-•: ••z-===two ph•se locking=•==s===••=') ; 
writeln<'l•~da = ' •l•md•l> ; 
;.;riteln<'run1obs • ',runJobs) ; 
writeln<'•ve response time= ',rtime); 
~~iteln<'•ve throughput• ',tput>; 
end ; 
•nd ; <• pr<:>cedure prt •> 
i,,i t ; 
b•gin 
tput : •O.O; 
rtime : • o. 0 ; 
iincount : • 0.0 ; 
rsco•Jr:t : • 0 ; 
trtilTle : •0.0; 
•nd; 
•nd; <•obJ•ct st•ts •> 
truis_l!lgr : • •· ra!J CO •• nod~s J o-f ob Jee t 
p•th t."11 end ; 
countlocks : • r ravr1 •• maxtidJ of integer ; 
link : •rr•vC1 •• r.:•xtidJ oi obJect 
p•th <scndlock ; recvlock> end ; 
begin 
C•no-op•> 
end• <* procedure sendlock •> 
•~trv procedure recvlock<ts•ct:tr•nsptr>; 
begin 
«• no-op • > 
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countlocksCts•ct".tridl :• countlocksCts•ctA.tridl + 1; 
writeCddbug, 'revclock : countlocks • '); 
write<ddbug.ts•ct".trid); 
~riteln(ddbug.countlocksCts•ct".tridJ); 
end; <·» pri:>cedure recvlock •> 
b•gin 
<•no-cp•> 
end; <* procedure sendlock *> 
e~trv procedure recvCtsact : tr•nsptr); 
b•gir. 
<• no-op •> 
writeln(ddb~g. '-----------SVNCH.RECV------tid = ', tsact".trid) 
•f1d; <• p1·ocedure recvlock *> 
<* dm is the data ~•n•ger located at ••ch node 
this V£rsion of dmgr implements the b•sic 2pl 
concurr•ncy ci:>ntrol •lgorithm•> 
dm : ob J•ct 
p•4:h 1 : (rgr•11t. wgrant), 1 : <rest•rt, complete), 
d~_write.dm_re•d,dm_r_w.getlocks.rele•selocks •nd; 
typa 
lockT•c • record 
rst•t integer; (* .. of r••d lock gr•nted •> 
;.:st•t integer; (* .. of write locks gr•nted *) 
r••dct integer; <• .. w•iting read req,".ests *) 
111..t t•ct integer; <• .. 1&1•iting write req,".ests •> 
r _ts integ:H; <• timest•mp of l•st read •> 
-.:_ts integer; <• tiniest•mp of last wrt te •> 
wq,•Je fifoq,ueue; <• 111•iting 1&1ri te rect"· ests •> 
rq_ue <f!ifi:>q,ueue; <• w•iting re•d rect"• ests •> 
•f'd I 
v•r 
locktbl : •rray Cl •• nl of lockrec; <•one for each data obJect•> 
cor.:-::it : •rrayC1 •• rnaxtidl oi! boolean; 
entrv proceduTe rgr•nt <req, 
b•gin 
au• i t < t i ~ e + 3 ) ; 
topptr>; 
.i 
C111· i t • < d db u g , 'r gr• n t; : ' > ; 
w1· it•Cddbug, req_". tid ); 
w1· it•Cddbug, r•ct"· id); 
&111· tte<ddbug,' '•r•q,".d•st); 
writ•lnCddbug, tim•>; 
loclttblCr•q,"'.idl.rs+;•t :-= 
locktblC,.•q,"'. idJ.rstat + 1; 
req,"'.lock•d : • tl'u•; 
linltCreq,".tidl.s•ndloclt; -
w 1· i t • l n C d db u g , 'r g,. • n t : send l o c k : t i d • ' , r • q,". t i d > ; 
end1 C• proc•dur• rgrant •> 
•ntr~ proc•dure wgrant Cl'eq, topptl')i 
begin 
aw•itCti!r.• + 3); 
w1·it•Cddbug, '111grant : '); 
writ•Cddbug,,.•q,".tid); 
w1· iteCddbug.,.•q,".id>1 
WT' i t e C d db •Jg , ' ' , ,. • q,". de st > 1 
wdt•lnCddbug, tirne>; 
locktblCr•ct"• idl.ws+;•t : -= 
l'lclttblCr•q_". idl.wstat + 11 
req,".locked : • tru•1 
linkC1'•q,".tidl.sendlock1 
'1.lritelnCddbug. ' 1111p·•nt : sendlock--tid-= ',req,".tid); 
•nd ; C• pl'oc•dul'e wgrant •> 
entrv procedure dm_r••d Creq, topptr>; 
begin 
AWa i t ( t i oT. e + 2 ) I 
w1· iteCddbCJg, 'dm_r••d: '); 
~riteCddbug.r•q,"'.tid) ; 
w1 · iteCddbug, req". id); 
1a11· it•CddbCJ9,' ',,.eq,".dest); 
w1· itelnCddbug. till'e); 
if ClocktblCr•~"·idl.wst•t-= O> th•n 
l'gran+; Creq,> 
•l•e 
locktbl[l'eq,".idl.rq,ue.enq,Cr•q,>; 
•nd ; C• proc•dure d~_r••d •> 
entrv pl'ocedure dm_111rite Creq, topptr); 
begin 
au•itCti .-r.e + 2>1 
w1· iteCddh19, 'dm_w,.ite : '); 
writeCddbug . r•q,".tid); 
writ•Cddbug , ,.•q,".id); 
..:1·tt•<ddb1.1g,' '•r•q,".d•st); 
wrttelnCddbug.tim•>1 
i~Cl'lclttblCl'•ct"•idl.rstat • O> and 
<loclttblCr•q,".idl.111stat • O> th•n 
11:gr•nt<r•q,> 
•he b•g in 
locktblCr•q,".idl.wq,ue.enq,<r•q,>1 
.,,d ; 
•nd ; <• pr'lcEdure dm_write •> 
proc•d;Jl'• dm_rel••s\! Cl'eq, : to.pp tr); 
begin 
«• 111rit•Cddbug, 'dfT!_r•l•••• : '); 
write<ddbug.req,".t~p) ; 
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•> 
<a:i·iteCddbc_:g, req_". tid ); 
w1· it•Cddbug, r•ct"· id); 
writeCddbvg,' ',r•q,".d•st); 
writelnCddbug,tim•>; 
awe i t ( t i !U + 2 ) i 
if <r•q,".t .. p • '~') th•n b•gin 
a..s•itCti :"!~ + 2); 
loc~tblCr•q,".idl.wst•t :• 
locktblCr•q,".idl.wst•t - 1; 
if <locktblCr•q/' .. idl.writeq_ > O> then 
!::~ r•n t < 1ocktb1 Cr e Cl"· id J. wq_ u •. d • q.>; 
•nd 
else birgin 
.awaitCtime + 2>; 
1 o c kt b l Cr• q, "· id J. rs t • t : • 
locktblCr•q,".idl.rst•t - 1; 
if ClocktblCr•q,"-. idl.r••dq, ) O> th•n 
rgr•ntClocktblCr•q,".idJ.rq,u•.d•q,>; 
end; 
r•~".lock•d : • f.alse; 
end; C• procedure dm_release •> 
proc•dur• dm_u~q,ueCreq, 
b•gi" 
.tlo:-AitCti ,..,e + 2> ; 
topptr); 
if<r•q,".ttWP • '111') then begin 
locktblCr•q,~.idJ.wq,ue.unq,Creq,); 
1:.;i · iteCddbug. 'UNO : tid = ',req,".tid); 
!l;rit•lnCddbvg, 'obJid ""' ', req,". id); 
•l"ld 
•h• b•gin 
writ•<ddbug. 'UNQ : tid • ',r•q,".tid); 
wr it e l n < d db;,, g , 'ob J id = '• re ct"• id ) ; 
locktblCr•q_"-.idl.rq,ue.unq,<req,); 
•'ld i 
•nd; <•procedure dm_unq,ue•> 
entr"' p1 ·ocedure restart <xtion : transptr>; 
begin 
W't'iteCddbug. 'restart trans•ction: '); 
....,1 · ite<ddbug, xtion". tT'id ); 
la/T' i t e l" < d d b u g , JC t i on". node i d > ; 
rscount : • T'scount + 1; 
•'ld ; <• procedure T'est•T't •> 
entr11 prccedur• cor.1p lete < xtion : tT'ansptT' >; 
b•gin 
st•ts.pT'tCxtion); 
end; 
tT'ansptr); 
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J : integ•r; 
b•gin 
~ritelnCddbug, '--------RELEASELOCKS------tid: ',tsact".trid> 
for J : • 1 to tsact".lockcount do begin 
" '•'•itCtime + 2); 
if<tsact".transblkCJl". locked> then 
d ~_rel••seCtsact".transblkCJJ) 
else 
d~_unq,ue<tsact".transblk[J]); 
end; 
•'-'•it<tir.:e + 2> ; 
if <ts•ct"'.restart) then 
rest•rt<ts•ctl 
•lse 
COr.!plete<tsactl; 
<• procedure releaselocks •> 
entry process getlocks[50J<ts•ct : tr•nsptrl; 
begin 
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;.;rite 1 n < d db ug, '--------------GETLOCKS------TID= ', tsac tt•. tr i u,; 
c~~mit[ts•ctA.tridJ : •true; 
•ll!•itCtirT:e + ;!); 
while Ccountlocks(ts•ctA.tridJ < ts•ctA.lockcount> 
•r.d<not tsact"'.rest•rt> do begin 
:..:1 · ite<ddbug. 'getlocks : countlocks • '); 
write<ddbug. tsact"'. trid ); 
~riteln<ddbug.countlocksCtsactA.tridJ); 
•w• it< ti ffte + 2); 
linkCts•ctA.tridJ.recvloc~<ts•ct); 
~riteln<ddbug, 'getlocks: recvlock--tid • '• tsactA. trid); 
end; 
co~mit[tsactA.tridJ :=false; 
end; <• procedure getlocks •) 
procedure ~o_deadlockCtsact 
v.ar 
clock : integer ; 
begin 
transptrl; 
~riteln<ddbug. '--------------NODEADLOCK-----TID = ', tsactA.tr1d l 
•..iritelnCddbug. 'no=dead: time•', time.tsactA.trid); 
••.;.:ait<ti.~e + 4>; 
r..:riteln<ddbug. 'no-dead2 : time =', time. tsactA, tr id); 
clock : •time ; 
~hile <<time-clock< timelimit> and <commitCtsactA.tridJ)) 
do begin 
ti: r i t e 1 n < d d b u g , ' d o - d ea d -- i n l o o p t i me , c l o c k , t - c = ' > ; 
writeln<ddbug. 'no=dead ', time.clock.time-clock); 
a:.:aitCtime + 1); 
end; 
if <co~~itCtsactA.tridJ) 
then begin 
co~mitCtsactA.tridJ : c false; 
•1:1•it<ti.-,e + 3>; 
ts~ct"'.restart : c true; 
link[tsactA.tridJ.sendlock; <•unblock getlock•> 
write<ddbug. 'no_dead: restart : '); 
u;ritelnCddbug, ts•ctA. trid ); 
end; 
t.:ritelnCddbug, 'call releaselocks tid .. ', tsactA. trid); 
releaselocks<tsact); 
synch[ts•ctA.tridJ.send; 
~nd; <• procedure no_deadlock •> 
entry process dt11_T'_wC125JCtsact : transptr); 
var 
k : integer ; 
b•gin 
~· · itelnCddbv~• '----------DM_R_L-1-------TID = ', tsactA. tr id); 
~ : - Q; 
t.:!111• Ck < t•act"'. lockcount) do begin 
a..:ait<ti:'Tle + 3); 
k : • k + 1; 
ii Cts•ct".tr•nsblkCkl".tvp • 'r'> then 
dm_re•dCts•ct".tr•nsblkCkl> 
•h• dm_writ•<ts•ctA.tr•nsblk[k]); 
.,,d j 
no_d••dlock<ts•ct> ; 
e'1d1 <•pr~cess dm_r/w •> 
•ntrv procedur• svnchproc Cts•ct : tr•nsptr ); 
l>•gin 
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u;rit•lnCddbug, '-------------SYNCHPROC----tid • ', tsact". trid) ; 
•nd ; 
in it; 
\'4lT' 
i int•g•r ; 
l>•gin 
~or i : • 1 ton do begin 
locktblCil.rst•t : • O; 
loc~tblCil.wst•t : • 0 ; 
l~cktblCil.re•d~ : • 0 ; 
locktbl[iJ.write~ : • 0 ; 
l~cktbl[iJ.r_ts : • O; 
locktblCil.w_ts : = 0 ; 
end ; 
•nd; 
entr~ process t~[3400l Cts•ct 
l•bel 1; 
v•r 
k : int•g•r ; 
tm:'"l : Object 
p•th 1 : Cph•setwo > end ; 
b•gin 
4l"1AitCtir.:e + 4) ; 
countlocks[ts•ct".tridl : • 0 ; 
dm.dm_r_wcts•ct>; 
d"-•V•tlocksCts•ct>; 
s~nch[ts•ct".tridJ.recvCts•ct>; 
•nd1 <* process ph•se_two •> 
•nd1 <•obJ•Ct tf'I.~ •> 
int•ger ; 
b•gin 
unir•nd : • trunc<lO•Cceed I 65535.0)); 
c•ed : • <25173 * ceed + 13849> mod 65535 ; 
•nd 1 C• unir•nd •> 
b•gin 
1 : •uaitCtime + 2); 
tm~.phaset~oCts•ct) ; 
1.:rit•<ddbug, 'ior tid • ' , ts•ct". trid); 
if<tsact".restart> then begin 
u1· it•lnCddb1Jg 1 '>+•++·+-+++should goto 
ts•ct".r•sta1·t : • f•lse ; 
goto 1• 
1 no~+++++++++++') ; 
<• reset flag •> 
-•nd; 
•nd; <• proc••• tm •> 
C*tr•n•_g•,, is th• tr•11s4ction gener•tor loc•ted •t ••ch node. 
this sln~l•t•• the processes •t ••ch nod• of the distributed 
dbl'I•· tr•n•_g•n d•l•v• for poisson <l•md•l), then issues• new 
tr•n••ctton. the tr•ns4ction is forw•rded to the •ppropri•te 
tr•n••ction ~~n•g•r for n•goti•tion *> 
v•r 
•••d integer; 
count integer ; 
tr•n• : tr•nsp tr; 
~bJid : in~eg~r; 
J : int• g • 1· ; 
st•rt int~ger; 
tr•nd : re• l ; 
integer); 
<* gener•te p1·ovides a nv~ber oi random vari•ble gener•tors 
th•t •re used by tr•ns_ge11 in generating tr•ns•ctions *> 
g•n ObJ•Ct 
p•th Cl : Cuniiorm) , ellpo. poisson , geom> end ; 
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<* uniform g•,,erates r•ndom nu~bers with • uniform distribution between 
a and b. it mcdifies the global vari•ble seed. *> 
•ntry iunction uniform real ; 
begin 
uniform : • seed I 65535.0; 
te~d : • C25173 *seed+ 13849) mod 65535 ; 
end ; <* uni for.To * > 
<* eJpo gen•1·etes an eJCponentially distribut•d random v•r•ibl• 
uith ~••n l•r.d• *> 
•ntry function ellpoCl•md• : integer) : r••li 
begin 
•1Cpo : • C-lnCl-uniform> * l•md•); 
•nd ; 
c ... poisso11 r•turns rar~ do'i\ numbers according to a poisson 
distributi~n ~ith mea n • l•mbda . since it uses uniform. seed 
is modified. ·• > 
en i. rv ,·unction poisson Cl•mbda : integer> : integer ; 
var 
b , t real; 
gen integer ; 
b•gin 
b : • eapC-lambda); 
ge n : • -1 ; 
t : • 1.0; 
rep••t 
t : • t •uniform; 
gen : •gen+ 1 
unt i 1 < t-b < o. 0 >; 
poisson : • g•n ; 
end ; <• poisson *> 
<*function geom ••~ples from • geometric distribution with th• 
p•r•m•ter prob. prob is th• prob•bilitv of •n event occuring 
within • •p•cific period of ti~• *> 
begin 
i : - 0 ; 
while <uniform >• prob) do begin 
i : • i + 1 ; 
end ; 
geo.11 : = i ; 
erid ; <* geo~ •> 
J integer; 
i integer ; 
begin 
begin 
wdteln<ddbug , 'Tt<A!\iSACTION ARRIVAL AT : ',time> ; 
i.:ritelriCddbug, ' node id .. ' , txxt".nodeid) ; 
c.irit•lnCddbug ,' tr_ts 
-
'.tx,.t".tr ts> ; 
-1111· i t • l n < d db u g, ' restart .. ' , txxt".rest•rt> ; 
..:1· itelnCddb\.lg . ' lockcount -= ' , txxt". lockcount>; 
1111· itelnCddb1.1g, ' tr _id • ',txxt".trid) ; 
~· · i te ln < ddbug, ' des tnode .. ' , txxt".destnode); 
i.:riteln<ddbug,' tre•d .. , , txxt". tread) ; 
wdtelnCddbug. ' twrite .. '• txxt". twrite>; 
i : • O; 
"'hile Ci < tut". lockcount> do b•gin 
i : • i + 1 ; 
~riteCddbug.txxt".tr•nsblktil".tvp> ; 
\i:ritelnCdd'>ug, txxt". tr•nsblk[il". id); 
write<ddbc.:g.' ') ; 
end ; 
•••d : • ••••d + 11*nodeid ; 
coun~ : • o, 
uhil• count < runJobs do b•gin 
count : • cou~t + 1 ; 
w1· itelnCddbug. 'before d•l•v time -= ',time) ; 
•w•it<time + trunc<gen.expo<l•md•l>>> ; 
wd.telnCddbug. ' •iter del•v time • '•time> ; 
ne 1.::< trans> ; 
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tr•n•".nodeid : • nodeid; 
tr•nd : • gen.unifor~; C* determine •ccessed noed*> 
0&:ritelnCddbiJg, ·'c•ll: tr•nd • gen.uniform'); 
if tr•nd ) o.a then 
tr•ns".destnode : • Cnodeid+l> 
if tr•nd ) 0.9 then 
tr•ns"'.destnode : • Cnodeid+2> 
if tr•nd {• o.a then 
tr•ns"'.destnode : • nodeid; 
tr•nsA.tnv~ : •count; 
tr•nsA.trid : • count*lO + nodeid; 
tr•ns"'.tr_ts : • time; 
tr•nsA.rest•rt :• f•lse; 
tr•ns".tre•d : • 0; 
tr•nsA.tw1·ite :• Q; 
mod Cnodes+l); 
mod Cnodes+l >; 
tr•n•"· lockcount : • gen.poissonCl•md•2> + 1;; 
if <tr•ris"'. lockcount > tT'•nm•• > then 
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tr•n•"'· lockcount : • tT'•nm•x; <*limit to tT'•nmax re~uests*) 
ob J id : • gen. g e om C p > + 1 ; 
writelnCddbug, 'c•ll gen.geom'); 
if CobJid > n - tT'•ns".lockcount> then 
O~Jid : = n - tT'•ns".lockcount; 
J : • 0 ; 
i.:hile <J < tr•nsA.lockcount> do begin 
J : • J + 1 ; 
if <gen.u'lif':>ro'!: < 0.3> then begin <*wT'ite req:''.est*> 
writeln(ddbug, 'inside if<gen.uniform)'); 
tT'• ns"'.twT'ite : • tT'•ns".twT'ite + 1; 
ne~CtT'•ns".tT'•nsblk[J)); 
tr•ns"'.tT'•nsblk[JJ"'.id : • ObJid; 
tT'ans"'.tr•'lsblk[JJ"'.locked : • f•lse; 
transA.transblk[J)"'.t~p : • 'w'; 
trans"'.tr•nsblk[JJ"'.dest :• tr•ns"'.destnode; 
transA.tr•r.sblk[JJ"'.tid : • tr•nsA.trid; 
transA.tr•nsblk[JJA.tnum : •count; 
end 
else begin <* read T'e~uest *> 
transA.tre•d : • tr•nsA.tre•d + 1; 
r.~w<tr•ns~.tr•nsblk[JJ); 
tr~nsA.tr•nsblk[J)"'.id : -= obJid; 
trans".tra11sblk[J)"'.locked :• f•lse; 
transA.tr•nsblk[JJA.typ : • 'r'; 
transA.tr•nsblk[JJ".dest : = tr•nsA.destnode; 
trans".transblkCJJ".tid : = trans".trid; 
trans"'.tr•nsblk[JJ"'.tnum : •count; 
. end; 
ObJid : • ~bJid + 1; 
end; 
tr•ns_mgr[tT'•ns~.destnodeJ.tmCtr•ns>; 
tr_gen_debugcc<tT'•ns>; 
process •P•~nClOOOOOJ; 
var 
i : integer; 
<-» spa:..i n • > 
: • sseed ; 
~or i : z 0 ~o ncd•s do 
trans_g•n<i>; <•send node id•> 
•ndi <• spawn •> 
b•gin <• ~•i~ r~utine•> 
r••.:•· it•<ddbug >; 
r•"'d ln < l•s-:1d•l >; 
r•adlnCTunJobs) ; 
111rit•ln<ddbug. ' Lar.:b•l = ', l•md•l> ; 
111r i t • l" < d db ;.i g , ' 1' u r. Jobs • ' , run J obs > ; 
spawn; 
d•l•lil ( 10000> ; 
end. 
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APPENDIX B 
BASIC TIMESTAMP ORDERING SIMULATOR 
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(*414***•*•***~*»**»«X**•4~***~****~*******************************) 
<* BASIC Til'il='STAMP ORDERING *) 
<••••***••••«•x••»x••••~••~••~•************************************> 
const <•~*4*«***»****~~***•***********************************> 
tr•nA•• • 40; <• ~•x number of v•ri•bles •ccessed •> 
n • 10~; <• number of d•t•obJects •t ••ch node •> 
l•~d42 • '' <• me•n of lockcount gener•tor •> 
wpct • 0.3; <• p•rcent of •ccess•• th•t •re writes •> 
p • 0.0~'7 ; (* me•n Of geometric distribution *) 
nod•• • 2 , <•number of nodes<-1> in •v•tem •> 
••••d • 1234~ 1 <• initi•l seed for r•nd num gen•r•tor *> 
tvpe <**********~**~***«*»****************~*******************> 
d•t•ob J • record <• d•t• ob J•C t * > 
r_ts integer; <• l•st r••d timest•mp •> 
~-t• integ•r; <• l•st write timest•mp *> 
ef'd; 
topptr 
-
Atop er; 
toper 
-
record « .. tr•nsaction oper•tion *) 
id i!'tteger; « .. d•ta ObJeCt id •) 
tid integer ; <• tr•ns•ction id •> 
tnu-;i integer; <• tr•nsaction number •> 
to : char ; <• tv p e of •ccess : write/re•d*) 
d••t intege1· ; <• •ccess node id •> 
ts integer, <• tr•ns•ction timest•mp •> 
next topptr ; <• pointer •> 
•nd ; 
transptr • Atr•nsrec; 
tr•n•r•c • record <* tr•ns•ction record •> 
v•r 
n~d•id : i;iteger ; <* source node id •> 
dest"ode : integer; <• destination node id *> 
r••t•rt : boolean ; <* restart fl•g *> 
carrv : integer; <*sum of prior processing time •> 
tr ts : integ<!r ; <• tr•ns•ction timestamp *> 
lockcoul"lt : i!'tteger; <• tot 4t of locks rectuested *> 
trid : int~ge1 · 1 <* tr•ns•ction id *> 
tnuir. : integer; <• tr•ns•ction number •> 
tr•ad integer; <• 4t re•d locks req_uested •> 
turit• : integer; <• 4t write locks •> 
transbllt : •rravC:t •• tr•nm•xl of topptr; <••rr•v of oper•tions •> 
•nd; 
<••··~··~~···~~l••••J~·~~·***************************************) 
debl.!g : •art ; 
run Jobs integer; 
lu~d•1 : i~teger; 
rscount integer ; 
st•t• : obJ•ct 
p•th 1 : <prt> er.If• 
<• debug output file •> 
<* length of simul•tion : Jobs per 
<* mean of •rrival gener•tor 
<• 4t of rest•rted trans•ctions *> 
node •> 
v•l' 
tput : Teal; 
rtitt1• : 1'eal• 
~incount : T•al; 
trtiir.• : T'e•l; 
<* aveT'age throughput 
<• aveT'age T'esponse time 
<• # compl•t•d JO•s 
<• tT'ansaction T'esponse time 
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•~trv p1'ocedure pT'tC11tion transpt1'); <* pT'int transaction stats•> 
b•gin 
fincount : • fincount + 1.0; 
tput : • ~incount/time ; 
tT'time : • 11ticnA.caT'T'V +time - <1xtionA.tT' ts div 10); 
T'ti~• : • <<Cfincount-1)/fincount> * rtime> 
+ C<llfincount>•tT'time); 
1A11· i tel n Cd •bug, '---------------------------------' >; 
w1· itelnCdel>ug, 't1'ansaction compl•ted at time : ',time); 
1111 · it•lnCdtbug. 'total JObs complet•d • ',fincount); 
1r.:1 · itelnCdebug, 'tT'_nod•id • ', xxtion"'.nodeid); 
~T'itelnCdebug. 't,._timestamp • ', xxtion"'. tT'_ts); 
1.11·itelnCdebug, 'tr_id • ', xxtionA.tT'id); 
i.:riteln<d•bug, 'TR T'esponse time • ', tT'time); 
11:1· it•ln<de!>ug. 'ave 1'esponse time• ',T'time>; 
1&: 1· it•ln<del)•Jg 1 'aye thT'oughput • '• tput); 
if<tT'uncCfincount> • Cnodes+l) * T'UnJobs> then begin 
;.;1· itelnC'Average Response Time'"' ',T'time> ; 
writelnC ' Ave1'age ThT'oughput • ',tput); 
end ; 
•rtd ; <* pT'oc•duT'e pT't •> 
ini t; 
b•gin 
tput : • o. 0 ; 
T'ti !l'.e : • o. 0; 
fincount : • 0.0 ; 
T'scount : • 0 ; 
t1'ti ·"l!e : =0.0 ; 
•nd ; 
• nd; <»obJ•Ct stats •> 
<* TRA!.tSACTION f1MU·.QER • > 
trans_tngT' : a1'1'ayCO •• nodesl oi obJect 
path ttTI end ; 
<* d~ ts th• data manage,. located at each node 
this v•rsion of dmg1' i~pl•ments the basic 2pl 
concuTr•ncv cont1'ol algo1'ithm*> 
dm : ObJ•Ct 
tvp• 
dataobJ • 
T' _ts 
w_ts 
•nd ; 
recoTd 
intege1' ; 
intege1'; 
entr~ p1'oc•duT'e dm_,.ead (1'eq, toppt1') i 
begirt 
ao..:aitCti~e+l) ; 
u1· ite<d•bug• 'd1'!1_1'•ad : ') ; 
1o:i· ite<d•bug. Teq,A. tid ) ; 
w1· ite<debug. T'eq_A. id> ; 
- -
w1· iteCdebu51 , ' ',req,".dest); 
w1·itelnCdebug. ti.i:e >; 
db•seCreq,".idl.r_ts : • req,".ts; 
•~d1 <• procedure d~_re•d •> 
entT" procedure dm_write (Teq, topptr); 
begin 
•u•itCtime+l ); 
w1· ite<debug. 'dm_111rite : '); 
1a11 · ite<debu51, r•ct"• tid ); 
;.i1· ite<debug. r•ct"• id) ; 
_,, · ite<debug.' ' ,req,".d•st>; 
w1· it•ln<debu11, ti~e) ; 
d>1•s•Creq,". id J. w_ts : • req,". ts; 
•nd1 <• procedure dm_111rite •> 
•f'trv p1·ocedure Test•rt <xtion 
b~gin 
aw•it<time+l); 
w1·ite<debu51. 'rest•rt tr•ns•ction : '); 
;.:rite<debug. xtion". tr id); 
1.: r itel!l(debug. xtion".nodeid) ; 
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xtion".c•rrv : = xtion".c•rrv + Ctime - xtion".tr_ts div 10) 
rscount : s rscou~t + 1; 
end ; <• procedure rest•rt •> 
entrt,J procl!dure conplete <xtion : tr•nsptr> ; 
b•gin 
st•ts.prtCxtion) ; 
•nd ; 
entrv pr~cedure ph•setwo<tsact 
v•r 
le : inte;er ; 
be~in 
1.1ritelnCdebug. '-------PHASETWO-----tid = ', tsact". trid ) ; 
k : & Q ; 
a;.:.i it< t i.-,ie+2 >; 
~hile Ck< tsact".lockcount> and <not tsact".restart> 
do tegin 
• '.:1•itCti!11e+3) ; 
k : • k + 1; 
if<ts~ct".tr•nsblkCkl".tvp • 'r'> then 
d~_read<ts•ct".tr•nsblkCkJ) 
else 
dm_write<ts•ct".transblkCkJ); 
• r. d i 
await< ti t11e+2); 
ii Ctsact".restart> then 
restaT't(tsact> 
else 
c~~plete<tsact) ; 
end ; <* procedure getlocks •> 
entT'V p 1·ocedure phaseone C ts•c t : transp tr>; 
var 
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k : integ~r; 
begin 
in it; 
var 
i 
begin 
writ•ln<d•~ug, '---------------PHASEONE-----TID= ', tsact"'. trid > 
k : • 0 ; 
w~il• Ck< tsact"'.lockcountl and <not tsact"'.restartl do b•gin 
•1o1• i t ( ti 111•+3) ; 
k : ... + 1; 
if <tsactA.transblk[kJA.t~p • 'r'> th•n b•gin 
ii<tsact"'.transblkCkl"'.ts < 
db•••Ctsact"'.transblkCkl"'.idl.r_ts> 
th•n tsact"'.r•start : •true; 
•nd 
•l•e ii <tsact"'.transblkCkJA.ts < 
dbas•[tsactA.transblkCkl"'.idJ.w_tsl then 
•nd ; 
•nd ; <•pT'oc••• phaseone •> 
ior i : • 1 ton do begin 
d~as•CiJ.r_ts : c 0 ; 
db•s•CiJ.w_ts : • 0; 
entr~ proc••s tmClCOl <tsact 
label 1; 
var 
k : integ•r ; 
tm.-: : ob J•ct 
path 1 : <twtJphase> •nd; 
b•gin 
111rit•ln<debug , '-------------TWOPHASE----for tid= ',tsact"'.tridl; 
•uait<tin:e + 2>; 
d~.phas•one<tsact); 
d~.phas•two<tsactl ; 
•~d; <• process phase_two •> 
•nd; (• Object t~~ •) 
b•gin 
1 : auait<ti~•+3) ; 
if<tsact"'.r•start> th•n b•gin 
a•.Jait<ti .'!lc+3l ; 
tsact"'.r•start : •false ; 
tsact"'.tr_ts : • ti~e ; 
\,;1 · it•l~<d•!)ug , 'n•w tr_ts for tid s ', tsact"'. tr id , time) ; 
• : • o. 
!.:hil•Ck < tsact ·'. locl<count> do begin 
a1.1ai t< time+2) ; 
k : • k + 1 ; 
ts1ct"'.tr•nsblk[k)"'.ts : -= tsact"'.tr_ts ; 
•nd i 
end1 
t~n.twoph•••<ts•ct>; 
\ll'rite<debug. 'for tid • ',ts•ct".trid) ; 
if<n"t ts•ct".r•st•rt> then 
u1· itelnCd•bug. 'tr•nsc•tion completed') ; 
ifCts•ct". T'est•1 ·t > then beg in 
u1· itelnCdebug. '1++++·H++should goto 1 now+++++++++++'); 
goto 1; 
end1 
end; C• process tm 4) 
C•tr•n•_g•n is th• tr~11s .. ction gener•tor loc•t•d •t ••ch node. 
this •i~wl•~•• th~ processes •t e•ch node of the distributed 
dbns. trans_gen del•ys for poissonCl•md•l>• then issues • new 
trans•ction. t~• tr•ns•ction is forw•rded to the •ppropri•te 
tr•ns•ction ~•n•ger fer negotiation •> 
v•r 
•••d intege 1·; 
coun t int~ger ; 
tr•r.• : tr•nsptr; 
~h Jid : integer; 
J : inl.eger ; 
st•rt integer ; 
tr•nd : re•l ; 
integer) ; 
C* gener•t• provides • nu~ber of r•ndom v•ri•ble gener•tors 
th•t •re used by tr•ns_gen in gene r ating trans•ctions *) 
gen object 
P•th Cl : Cl.iniform),elpo, poisson, geom> end; 
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C• ~niform gener•t•• random nu~bers with • uniform distribution between 
• •nd b. it •odifies the glob•l v•ri•ble seed. •> 
entT'y function uniform : re•l ; 
begin 
ur.iform : •seed I 6''35.0; 
•~•d : • C25173 * seed + 13849) mod 65535 ; 
end ; <• uniform *> 
<• eJpo returns an e r. ponenti•lly distributed r•ndom v•ri•ble with 
me•d l•nd• •> 
•ntry funct i on expo<l•mda : integer> : re•l ; 
b-.gin 
.,po : • C-ln<l-uniform> * l•mda) ; 
end ; 
distribution ~ith m•an = l•mbda. 
is r.:0>difi•d. ·•> 
since it uses uniform. seed 
•ntrv fvnctio .-1 poiss~n <l•mbda : int•ger> : integer; 
b ' 
g e 11 
b•gin 
t r•al; 
int•ger; 
b : • ••p<-lambdal ; 
gen : • -1; 
t : • 1.0; 
r•p•at 
t : = t •uniform; 
g•n : •gen+ 1 
until <t-b < O.Q); 
poisson : • g•n; 
•nd; <• poisson •> 
C•tunction g•om sa~ples ir?m a geometric distribution with the 
para~eter prob. prob is th• probabilitv of an event occuring 
within a 9P•Cific p•riod of ti~e •> 
•ntrv fvnction g•or.i <prob : real) 
var 
i : ir.t•g•r; 
b•gin 
i : - Q ; 
while Cu!'liior!TI >• prob) do begin 
i : = i + l i 
end ; 
g •om : = i; 
•nd; <• gee~ 4) 
J int•ger; 
i int•ger ; 
b•gir. 
1&:f"it•ln(debug, 'TRANSACTION ARRIVAL AT : ',time) ; 
w1·tt•ln<d•bug , ' nod• id • ', tot".nodeid); 
writ•ln<d•bug . ' tr_ts • ',txxt".tr_ts) ; 
lal1· it•ln<d•bug.' restart -= ',txxt".restart); 
1.:1·it•ln<d•!n1g,' lockcount • ' ,txxt".lockcount>; 
w1· tt•ln<debug,' tr_id • '• txxt". trid); 
writ•lnCdeb1.1g,' destnode • ', txxt". d•stnode); 
'i:i-it•ln<d•bug.' tr•ad • ',txxt".tr•ad); 
writ•ln<d•bug , ' twrite • ',txxt".twrite); 
i : • 0 ; 
whil• <i < txrt".lockcount> do b•gin 
i : • i + 1 • 
\a:dt•<deb1 ;9, tr rt"-. transblk[iJ"-. t1Jp ) ; 
-.:rit•lnCdebug. txrt". transblk[iJ". id); 
'-fr i t. ( d • b IJ !ii I I I ) j 
end ; 
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•••d : • ••••d + 11•ncdeid ; 
count : • O. 
~hil• count < runJobs do begin 
count :• couMt + 1; 
aYaitCtime + truncCgen.expoClamdal>>>; 
n•1.:< trans>; 
transA.nod*id : • nodeid; 
trand : •gen.uniform; 
i11 trar.d ) o.e then 
trans".destnode : • Cnodeid+l> 
H tr and ) 0.9 then 
tT'ans".destnode := Cnodeid+2> 
u tr and <• o.e then 
tran•"· des tnode : • node id; 
tT'ans".tnv~ : •count; 
trans".trid : • count*10 + nodeid; 
trans".tr_ts : • tim•*lO + nodeid; 
trans".c•rr~ :• O; 
trans".tread : • 0; 
trans".tw1·ite : • 0; 
mod Cnodes+l); 
mod Cnodes+l); 
tran~".lockcount : • gen.poisson<lamda2> + 1;; 
i., Ctrans". locltcount > tranm•x > then 
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trans". locltcount : = tranm•x; <* limit to tranm•x requests*> 
obJid : • gen.geo~Cp>+l; 
if <obJid > n trans". locltcount> then 
ohJid : s n - trans".locltcount; 
J : • O; 
while CJ< trans".lockcount> do begin 
J : • J + 1; 
i~ Cgen.unifor~ < 0.3) then begin <*write req".est•> 
tra r. s". t•.11r i te : = trans". twr i te + 1; 
r.~~Ctrans".transblkCJ]); 
trans".transblkCJl".id : • obJid; 
trans".transblltCJl".ts : = trans".tr_ts; 
trans".transblkCJJ".t~p :• 'w'; 
trans".transblkCJJ".dest : • transA.destnode ; 
trans".transblltCJJ".tid : • trans".trid; 
trans".transblkCJJ".tnum : •count; 
end 
else begin <• read request •> 
tra11s". tread : • trans". tread + 1; 
ne~CtransA.transblltCJ]); 
trans".tran£blk[JJ".id :• ObJid; 
trans".transblkCJJ".ts :• trans".tr_ts; 
trans".tT'ansblltCJJ".tvp : • 'r ' ; 
tr•ns".transblltCJl".dest : • trans".destnode; 
tT'ans".transblltCJJ".tid : • trans".trid; 
trans".transblltCJJ".tnum : •count; 
end; 
Oujid : • CbJid + 1; 
end; 
trans_mgrCtrans".destnodeJ.tmCtrans>; 
tr_gen_debug<trans); 
end; 
end; 
proc•s• sp•~nC100000l ; 
v•r 
i : integer; 
begin <• •r•wr. •> 
for i : • 0 to nodes do 
tr•ns_q•n<i>; <•sel"ld node id*> 
•nd; <* sp•wn *> 
b•gin <• ••il"I routine•> 
rew1· i te < det ug >; 
re•dlnCla.~d•1> ; 
re•dlnCrunJobs) ; 1 1 ....... ~-:,-: ,. ,..{:. uCw'-1'-\...,--
47 
writ•l~<'c• TR~-=~--- ==BASIC T~O PHASE LOCKING•s••,•z=c=c•==') ; 
111riteln< 'L•.-:1d• 1 • ', l•md•1 ) ; 
writ•ln<'RunJobs • ' , run1obs) ; 
sp••.:l"I i 
d•l•y<10000) ; 
end. 
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